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Abstract: Current practices for assessing maturity of service-oriented
enterprise information architectures only provide a sparse metamodel and
pattern foundation and were rarely validated. This is a real problem for
practical architecture assessments in repeated (cyclic) evaluations of serviceoriented systems. In preliminary research we have developed and validated an
original pattern language for supporting architecture assessments and
optimization of enterprise systems, leveraging and extending base frameworks
like the Capability Maturity Model Integration and The Open Group
Architecture Framework. Traditionally, patterns are derived after long
experience by an expert group of pattern authors. This may lead to a
decelerated reuse of available design knowledge. Our approach intends to
integrate available knowledge from enterprise information architecture
methods, services computing and software architects directly from the
beginning of the iterative pattern development and refinement process.

1 Introduction
The growing complexity of Enterprise Information Architectures is a challenge for many
companies. Typical IT landscapes of enterprise systems consist of more or less processintegrated standard software packages, silos of legacy applications, and different
infrastructure components. Innovation oriented companies have introduced services
computing systems to assist in closing the gap between business and information
technology and thus enabling business opportunities for service and emerging cloud
computing paradigms in the context of emerging enterprise information architecture
management approaches. One main problem today is the blurred transparency of this
innovation change to system architectures based on services and cloud computing.
Our approach supports enterprise architects during architecture maturity assessments for
service-oriented enterprise systems by extending our previous researched and validated
architecture pattern language [ZLR11] by an iterative pattern formulation process [Re12].
Our pattern approach extends our previous work about architecture maturity
frameworks, as in [Bu10] and [Zi11], and connects originally assessment pattern
structures, like patterns of an architecture pattern language and collaborative pattern
evolution process, with our maturity framework and our pattern evolution process. In
this way our researched architecture patterns support enterprise information architects to
investigate the ability of heterogeneous enterprise services-based systems. The base

architecture maturity framework integrates system architecture elements from
convergent architecture methods, technologies and related software patterns, as in
[Ga94], [Er09], and [Bu96] with evaluation methods for service-oriented enterprise
systems [BKM07].

2 Architecture Maturity Model
The Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF) [T11] as the current standard for
enterprise architecture provides the basic blueprint and structure for our enterprise
software architecture domains of service-oriented enterprise systems. SOA is the
computing paradigm that utilizes services as fundamental flexible and interoperable
building blocks for both structuring the business and for developing applications. SOA
promotes a business-oriented architecture style as promoted in [KBS04] and [Er09],
based on best of breed technology of context agnostic business services that are
delivered by applications in a business-focused granularity. To provide dynamic
composition of services within a worldwide environment SOA uses a set of XML-based
standards. A main innovation introduced by SOA is that business processes are not only
modeled, but also combined services are executed from different orchestrated services.
In recent work, we have transformed the Capability Maturity Model Integration into a
specific framework for architecture assessments of service-oriented enterprise systems.
For this reason, we have combined CMMI with current SOA frameworks and maturity
models. We used TOGAF and ideas related to the business and information architecture
from [E12] as a basic structure for enterprise architecture spanning all relevant levels of
service-oriented enterprise systems. We have analyzed and integrated related work about
service-oriented architecture maturity models from [T11], [IA07], [O12], and others.
The metamodel for architecture evaluation enlarges the standardized CMMI, which is
originally used to assess the quality of software processes and not the quality of software
architectures. We have analyzed and systematically integrated evaluation criteria,
maturity domains, architecture capabilities, and level rankings from state of the art SOA
maturity and evaluation models. In addition, we have adapted architecture assessment
elements from [Zi11] and [BKM07], and extended singular architecture patterns from
our previous work [ZLR11] to our new architecture assessment patterns and the iterative
architecture pattern refinement process (Section 3).
The SOAMMI architecture maturity framework introduces original architecture areas
and organizes them within extended architecture domains, which are mainly based on
TOGAF. Our intention was to leave most structural parts e.g. Maturity Levels,
Capability Levels, Specific Goals and Practices, Generic Goals and Practices - of the
original CMMI metamodel as untouched concepts. We extend these concepts of the
metamodel by reclusively connected architecture patterns, as navigable architecture
quality patterns of a pattern language, and enlarge these by other architecture specific
structures and contents.

We have derived the architecture domains mainly from TOGAF where they are used as
specific architecture subtypes and corresponding phases of the TOGAF-ADM
(Architecture Development Method). Architecture areas cover assessable architecture
artifacts and are correspondent, but very different, parts of process areas from CMMI.
To fit our architecture assessment scope, we have defined 22 original architecture areas
of the SOAMMI framework, as in [Bu10] and [Zi11]), linked them to our architecture
maturity levels and ordered them in line with our specific enterprise and software
architecture domains. Each of the delimited architecture area is accurately described in a
catalog including name of architecture area, short identification of architecture area and
a detailed description.

3 Architecture Assessment Patterns
Although design patterns are mainly used to inform the design of a system, they are also
applied as test cases for assessing software. Software architecture assessment patterns
are based on the seminal work of software patterns originated from the work of [Zi11].
Our pattern language for architecture assessments of service-oriented enterprise systems
provides a procedural method framework for the architecture assessment processes and
for questionnaire design. This method framework of our new introduced pattern
language was inspired from [RAZ11], and derived from the structures of the metamodel
of SOAMMI as well as from our initial pattern catalog from previous research [ZLR11].
We organize and represent our architecture assessment patterns according to the
following structures: Architecture Domains, Architecture Areas, Problem Descriptions associated with Specific Goals, Solution Elements that are connected to Specific
Practices and Related Patterns, which are subsequent connections of applicable patterns
within the pattern language.
Connecting elements to specific practices of the SOAMMI framework indicates
solutions for architecture assessments and improvements of service-oriented enterprise
systems. This assessment and improvement knowledge is both verification and design
knowledge, which is a procedural knowledge based on standards, best practices, and
assessment experience for architecture assessments of service-oriented enterprise
systems. It is therefore both concrete and specific for setting the status of serviceoriented enterprise architectures, and helps to establish an improvement path for change.
Patterns of our language show what to assess. Our patterns aim to represent verification
and improvement knowledge to support cooperative assessments synchronizing people
in cyclic architecture assessments.
Associated with our architecture assessment pattern language we have set up an
assessment process to show how to assess architecture capabilities. This process is based
on a questionnaire for architecture assessment workshops providing concrete questions
as in [Zi11], answer types, and helping to direct and standardize the related assessment
process. Additionally, we have included process methods for workshops, result
evaluations, improvement path information for technology vendors and for application

organizations, as well as change support and innovation monitoring instruments. We
have identified in [ZLR11] and distinguish a set of 43 patterns, as parts of a new
researched and introduced pattern language in the context of 7 Architecture Domains and
22 Architecture Areas. Even though our architecture quality patterns accord to the
Specific Goals, the Specific Practices and the Generic Goals from the SOAMMI
framework, they extend these structures by navigable patterns as part of an architecture
assessment language. Only this pattern structure enables architecture quality assessors to
navigate easily in two directions to support the diagnostics and optimization process, and
to provide a clear link to questionnaire and the related answer and result concepts.
Pattern Example: Business Product
Problem: How can we structure, design, model,
and represent each business product as an origin
for modeling business processes?

Pattern Example: Business Service
Problem: How can we structure, model, and
represent each business service needed to
support business products?

Solution:

Solution:

•
•
•

Structure business products for product
lines
Design business products by defining
product structures and product rules
Model and represent business products

Related Patterns: Business Services, Value
Chain, Business Process, and Business Control
Information

•
•
•

Structure business services for product
types
Design business services by defining
service structures and service levels
Model and represent business services

Related Patterns: Value Chain, Business
Process, and Business Control Information

Figure 1: Pattern Example for Architecture Area "Business Products & Services"

Traditionally, much effort is put into the derivation and evaluation of patterns. However,
we see the problem that many findings must be regarded earlier, at the state of an idea in
order to be able to consider many findings in a flexible pattern set. This holds the chance
to start working with patterns very early – even if it is not yet fully proven. Therefore,
we give up the thought to force every pattern to be evaluated before its application. Our
process wants to include new ideas and concepts into the project’s lifecycle as early as
possible. Over time, the idea, which is directly formulated as a pattern candidate, gets
refined and evaluated. As soon as a pattern candidate is published in the pattern library,
every registered user can provide feedback to the pattern or its formulation. It is also
possible to support or refute the pattern statement by providing more references in favor
of the pattern or against it. This way, the pattern maturity changes over time. To reflect
the liveliness and bottom-up approach of the patterns in the design pattern library, we
introduce the notion of a pattern’s state that is used to track the development of the
pattern over time. Our current implementation provides the following maturity states: (i)
Just created patterns were recently submitted as a non-validated idea. (ii) Patterns under
consideration look promising but still need further evaluation. (iii) Pattern candidates
are close to being approved. (iv) Approved patterns are finalized within the pattern
review process and settled design patterns. Currently, we have not yet defined a measure
for the state of a pattern’s maturity but consider the number of successful applications of
a pattern as used by [GB08].

4 Conclusion and Upcoming Research
In this work we have developed suitable models for assessments of service-oriented
enterprise systems. Our specific architecture assessment approach of the SOAMMI
framework was founded on current architecture standards like TOGAF and architecture
assessment criteria from related work approaches. The need for iteratively updating our
assessment pattern collection motivated us to merge the efforts done for SOA assessment
with a flexible and iterative pattern refinement and creation process. After talking about
SOA maturity and assessment, we looked at the concept of involving many stakeholders
into the pattern creation and evolution process and to adapt already available knowledge
and findings from the project’s domain as early as possible.
Our presented first approach of iterative pattern refinement allows for continuously
evaluating gathered knowledge during the project’s lifetime and makes patterns as well
as pattern ideas available during the whole development process. Future work
additionally has to consider conceptual work on both static and dynamic architecture
complexity, and in connecting architecture assessment procedures with prognostic
processes on architecture maturity with simulations of enterprise and software
architectures. Additional improvement ideas include patterns for visualization of
architecture artifacts and architecture control information to be operable on an
architecture management cockpit. We are working at extending our pattern language to a
full canonical form in order to support fully standardized cyclic architecture assessments
for service-oriented products and solutions. The pattern evolution process represents a
new aspect to the assembly and structuring of our patterns and will be further explored in
the SOA assessment domain. Finally we will also apply the approach from this paper to
the more holistic topic of the Enterprise Services Architecture Reference Cube ESARC
from [ZZ11] and therefore the development of whole enterprise information
architectures. The idea is to use the pattern-based iterative development method
described in [BZ12] to derive a pattern language to support assessments of whole
enterprise information architectures.
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